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Wireless Environment 
It wasn’t that long ago that wireless access was primarily constrained to the home.  As 


households started acquiring multiple computers they were no longer used in just one 


room. Computers were used throughout the house. As laptop computers became the 


dominate platform users not only moved throughout the house, but outside to porches, 


yards and out buildings. Running wires between the router and each system was not 


practical. Households started upgrading their home network infrastructure from 


hardwired routers to wireless routers.  


 


The movement to laptop systems also accelerated at workplaces. Employers started 


deploying laptop systems for employees instead of desktop systems when systems needed 


replacing. The move to mobile computing was on.  


 


Laptop systems enabled employees to become increasingly mobile in their work lives. As 


employees traveled between offices, client sites, home and various other remote locations 


they could remain connected to company servers as long as the remote site had 


connectivity to the companies’ intranet.  Initially this connectivity was provided by 


having Ethernet cabling available for remote users to physically plug their laptops into. 


Eventually, companies started installing wireless hotspots that could be automatically 


detected by systems that had wireless cards. 


 


The proliferation of wireless connectivity and internet use spread from the workplace to 


general societal use. Average users demanded access to the internet and company 


intranets. Soon public places such as airports, libraries, train stations, schools and coffee 


shops installed wireless hotspots to allow people internet access. Some towns and cities 


are installing wireless hotspots to allow internet connectivity for citizens. 


 


In addition to wireless hotspots becoming omnipresent the use of handheld devices is on 


the rise. Handheld devices started with cell phones and moved to higher functionality 


devices such as the Blackberry and Palm smart phones which allowed email access, and 


various local applications. The handheld devices have continued to evolve to higher 


functioning devices which provide general internet services as well as thousands of 


applications. Examples of these are the Apple iphone and the Motorola Droid which runs 


the Google Android operating system. Of course these devices still provide telephone 


services! 


 


These devices make use of various cellular network technologies such as GSM (Global 


System for Mobile Communications), CDMA (Code Division Mobile Access) which 


conform to 3G and 4G technologies for connectivity. 








 


The ubiquity of internet access points is very convenient and allows people to stay 


connected for work, study and personal use from a variety of locations and using a 


variety of platforms. However, with this connectivity come increased security concerns. 


The threat vector increases as the range of vulnerabilities associated with the various 


platforms providing internet access increases. 


 


Many of the security defenses for wireless or remote connectivity require using the same 


tools, mechanisms, policies and procedures used for systems that are not remotely 


connected. However, there are additional vulnerabilities and defenses that need to be 


considered for the wireless and remote environments. 


 


 


Wireless Access 
In this section we will discuss some of the attributes of wireless access points and 


wireless routers. As we discuss the attributes I will make suggestions on how some 


potential vulnerability can be made more difficult to exploit. 


 


NOTE: fixing some of these simple vulnerabilities makes it more difficult to 


exploit your system. Some people would argue that these changes add very little 


increase in security. While they do not provide absolute security they do make it 


“slightly” more difficult for someone to attack your system. This increase of 


security at different places in the infrastructure supports the concept of security in 


depth. 


 


Wireless access points (WAP) enable devices to connect to a wireless network using Wi-


Fi (Wireless Fidelity) or related standards. Products that conform to the IEEE 802.11 set 


of standards for wireless local area networks (WLAN) are considered Wi-Fi devices. Wi-


Fi is a trademark of the Wi-Fi alliance which is a trade association that certifies the 


compliance of devices that conform to the IEEE 802.11 standards. 


 


A wireless access point (WAP) connects to a router. A wireless router contains WAP 


functionality in it. This subtle distinction is made to differentiate between the 


functionality of a router; which is to connect two or more computer networks and 


interchange data between them and a WAP which provides wireless access to the router.  


We will use the term wireless router to refer to the combined functionality of the WAP 


and router. 


 


 


Web Based Management Interface 
A wireless router contains a web based management interfaces. Access to the router is 


typically gained by using the IP address 192.168.0.1 or 192.168.1.1. Finding the default 


username and password for a particular router is simple. They are usually preconfigured 


with easily guessed names such as “admin or password”. To locate default usernames and 


passwords for various routers you can check various web sites such as: 


http://www.routerpasswords.com/.  




http://www.routerpasswords.com/







 


Often users do not change the default username and password to the management 


interface. The combination of the default values for the IP address, username and 


password make it very easy to attack your router. An attacker that gains access to your 


router through the management interface can learn your router configuration information 


and/or change it to suit their nefarious needs. 


 


To make your router a “little more secure” you could change the username and password. 


To further complicate an attack you could also change the 3
rd


 octet of the IP address of 


the management interface to something other then a “1”. For example, change it from 


192.168.1.0 to 192.168.99.0. This will place your systems on a different subnet. 


 


 


Service Set Identifier (SSID) 
The service set identifier (SSID) is the name of the wireless network. By default, the 


SSID is broadcast every 1/10 of a second or so by the wireless router. This broadcasting 


of the SSID is what a wireless device detects so it can connect to the network. 


Broadcasting of the SSID may also be referred to as the WAP presenting a beacon. 


 


This beacon can be detected by client devices at varying distances depending on 


atmospheric and geographic conditions. Typical distances are 75-100 feet indoors and up 


to 300 feet outdoors. These sorts of distances allow SSID beacons to be detected not only 


legitimate users of your network but also by potential attackers unless precautions are 


taken. 


 


The SSID is represented as a string of alpha-numeric characters which is up to 32 


characters in length. The standard allows for the 32 octets to be any values and not just 


readable characters. A client device can choose to manually or automatically connect to a 


device. 


 


A wireless network can choose not to advertise the SSID. This results in the network 


being advertised as “unnamed”. If a client chooses to connect to this network they must 


know the SSID name.    


 


Another defense could involve changing the SSID name to something other then what the 


manufacturer assigns to the device. Similar to locating router passwords (discussed 


above) on the internet default SSID names for some devices can be easily found. 


 


Changing the SSID name or not broadcasting the SSID name are not foolproof 


techniques. A determined cracker can figure out the SSID of the network by using 


sniffing tools that monitor users that successfully connect to the network since the SSID 


is transmitted in clear text. 


 








 


Wireless Encryption 
Many private wireless networks run encryption. The intent of this is to secure 


communications transmitted on the network. A wireless network that runs encryption 


requires that clients that want to connect to the network must enter a passphrase or 


encryption key to connect to the network. Some client systems that frequently connect to 


the same wireless network may have the encryption key installed in the client so 


connecting to the network can occur without having to enter the encryption key. 


 


A commonly used and ineffective wireless encryption algorithm is Wired Equivalent 


Privacy, known as WEP. 


 


WEP is ineffective because the passphrases (e.g. encryption keys) can be easily figured 


out by hackers. WEP makes use of the stream cipher RC4 for confidentiality and CRC-32 


for integrity. 64, 128 and 256 bit keys are used with WEP encryption. The full encryption 


keys are generated by concatenating the bits of the key with a 24 bit initialization vector 


(IV) yielding the n bit (64, 128, 256) WEP encryption key.  The IV is transmitted as clear 


text. On a busy network the 24 bit IV will be repeated and can be easily recovered 


allowing the encryption keys to be discovered using brute force techniques. Cracking a 


WEP network can be done in less then a minute with commonly available tools found on 


the internet. Perform a google for “cracking WEP” and you will be provided with links to 


numerous cracking tools. 


 


The WEP algorithm has been deprecated in favor of the Wi-Fi Protected Access 


algorithms known as WPA. There are a few variants of WPA algorithms. We will 


consider WPA-TKIP (Temporal Key Integrity Protocol) and WPA-AES (Advanced 


Encryption Standard) algorithms. WPA-TKIP uses the RC4 stream cipher (similar to 


WEP) however it improves on the inherent weaknesses of WEP by making use of the 


following: 


 Key-mixing, combining a secret key with the IV to increase cryptographic 
strength. 


 Re-keying to use a different key for each packet. 


 Hashing of the IV to improve on WEP transmitting the IV in clear text. 


 Message Integrity checks (MIC) and sequence numbers to protect against replay 
attacks. 


 


WPA-TKIP is a vast improvement over the confidentiality weaknesses of the WEP 


algorithm; WPA-TKIP provided compatibility with older hardware that used WEP. An 


improvement over WPA-TKIP is WPA-AES. New wireless products are using the WPA-


AES algorithm which provides improved performance over WPA-TKIP and makes use 


of AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) a block cipher adopted by the US government 


as the replacement for DES (and 3DES). 


 


The preferred choice is to use WPA-AES, however you need to make sure all of your 


hardware will support it. For older hardware you may be relegated to using WPA-TKIP 


until you can upgrade. 








 


 


MAC Filtering 
For a home or a small business access to the wireless network can be restricted based on 


the MAC (Media Access Code) addresses of the allowable wireless devices. This 


technique can work since the number of devices that connect to the network is small and 


does not change. 


 


Every device with a network adapter has a unique identifier which is called the MAC 


address. By using the web based management interface of your wireless router the MAC 


addresses of these devices could be added into the configuration tables of your wireless 


router to accept connections with these MAC addresses and to reject connections with 


devices that have MAC addresses that are restricted. 


 


 


War Driving 
War driving is the act of driving or roaming around with a laptop computer and hacking 


tools searching for wireless access points. When an access point is discovered the 


attacker can use various cracking tools to eavesdrop on information which compromises 


the security of the system and the network. 


 


Not advertising the SSID and implementing MAC filtering makes your network a bit 


more stealth, but not by much to a determined attacker. It does not protect you from 


eavesdroppers or war drivers intercepting packets from the air waves and decoding them. 


From this information an attacker could determine the SSID of your network and 


allowable MAC addresses. If discovered an attacker could connect to your network by 


using the SSID and spoofing a MAC address if MAC filtering was enabled. If the 


network is not secured with encryption the attacker has gained access. Even with 


encryption enabled with WEP, WPA or WPA2 the encryption keys could be uncovered 


by using cracking tools. Once the encryption keys are discovered the attacker has gained 


access. 


 


 


Rogue Access Points 
A rogue wireless access point is an access point set up by an attacker to capture 


usernames, passwords and other information. A rogue access point could be used to stage 


a variety of attacks such as the man in the middle (MITM) attack when mutual 


authentication between the two communication end points is not implemented.  


 


A rogue access point is implemented by connecting a router to a secure network without 


permission of the owner or administrator of the network. Any client that connects to the 


network via the rogue access point is compromised.   


 


To defend against rogue access point’s network administrators can use Wireless Intrusion 


Detection Systems (WIDS) or Wireless Intrusion Prevention Systems (WIPS) to monitor 


the radio spectrum for rogue devices and attack tools. Additionally, a WIDS or WIPS can 








be used to look for problems with the network configuration, create log files of activity, 


block activity by suspicious devices and perform automatic notification in the case of 


various events.  


 


Another defense against rogue access points in public places is observation. For example; 


if you are in a place that advertises it has a wireless hotspot you should be aware of the 


SSID of the hotspot. Also, if two or more networks are being advertised perhaps one or 


more of them are rogue hotspots.  Also, don’t assume that you can safely bypass 


purchasing internet service by using your neighbor’s unsecured network. You leave 


yourself wide open to attack and compromise of your data by doing this.  


 


 


Comment: 


Around 2011 I had an older Verizon router which was configured to support 


WEP. I called my ISP which is Verizon to discuss configuring my wireless router 


to enable further security. In particular I wanted to change encryption from WEP 


to WPA and I wanted to use a different subnet then the default of 192.168.0.1. 


 


The technician I spoke to “reminded me” that WPA encryption is “supported” but 


if there was a problem that required Verizon to perform debugging they would set 


my system back to using the default value for encryption which is WEP. 


 


With respect to changing the default subnet to something other then the default 


value of 192.168.0.1 it could be done, however it was not supported. Again, if 


there was a problem they would reset it to the default value before they worked on 


diagnosing any problems. 


 


I explained to the Verizon representative that when problems occur you want to 


debug them in that environment. You don’t want to change the environment 


before you start debugging since you can be masking the problem. Plus, the use of 


WPA and a different subnet is not an obscure change. Rather they are common 


industry best practices. They understood this point, but that is Verizon’s policy. 


Debugging a problem in a changed environment runs the risk of not fixing the 


problem.  


 


Since that time I have updated my router to one that supports WPA2 as the default 


protocol.  


 


 


 


 


Remote Access 
Remote access by users is accomplished with a variety of devices including laptops, 


smart phones, desktops and tablets. Wireless access is not only enabled through wireless 


routers and access points but devices that support 3G and 4G protocols such as smart 


phones. In order to secure smart phones, policies and procedures need to be established 








just as with laptops and desktop systems.  Some of the security policies and procedures 


for smart phones will be similar to those for laptops and desktop systems; however there 


are some policies and procedures that are unique to particular platforms. 


 


 


Password Selection 
Passwords, passphrases, encryption keys and other secrets need to be protected from 


discovery.  These secrets in authentication terms are referred to as “Something You 


Know” (SYK). Secure passwords need to be constructed for access to all systems. 


Following are some items in the wireless domain that should be constructed using secure 


password guidelines. 


 


 SSID (Service Set Identifier) that names the network 


 Username and Password for the Web Based Management Interface 


 Encryption keys for WEP/WPA/WPA2 encryption 


 MAC ID (Media Access Control Identifier) of your wireless device 


 Username and Password of your client device (laptop, desktop, smartphone) 
 


Items such as usernames, passwords and encryption keys or passphrases should be 


constructed using secure password guidelines. This was discussed in the lecture on 


authentication. Companies and organizations that care about security will have a policy 


for how passwords should be constructed. In addition to how these secrets are constructed 


there should be policies on how frequently they need to be changed. 


 


Items such as MAC ID and SSID can be changed, but you need to consider the impact of 


doing that. Changing the MAC ID is really not practical since the MAC ID is associated 


with the device. MAC IDs are changed by attackers spoofing a MAC ID but is really not 


practical for an organization to have users change their MAC IDs. 


 


Changing the SSID can be done but for the determined attacker the SSID is readily 


available since it is broadcast in the clear. If you change the SSID anyone connecting to 


your network will need to know the new SSID. Communicating the new SSID is no more 


of a problem then communicating new passwords or encryption keys to users.  


 


 


Security of Remote Devices 
With remote devices critical information leaves corporate servers and moves to various 


remote devices. With this comes a risk of the remote device being lost or stolen. To 


ensure the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of this information various 


mechanisms that support encryption and authentication need to be deployed such as: 


Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), Transport Layer Security 


(TLS), Kerberos, CHAP, RADIUS, Diameter to name a few. These were discussed in the 


lecture on authentication examples. 


 


Many of these mechanisms should be considered for use for all devices in the 


infrastructure but they are worth amplifying their importance when using remote devices. 








Remote devices are generally more prone to being lost or stolen then devices that are not 


remote. Because of these vulnerabilities care needs to be taken to ensure data is not 


compromised. Some of the following functionality should be considered for security 


policy and procedures for all devices however, ensuring they are followed for remote 


devices is very important.  


  


 Implementing multi-factor authentication. In addition to requiring password 
authentication biometric and token authentication could also be required.  


 Remote systems can have the capability to have their data removed or rendered 
inaccessible in case the system is lost or stolen.   


 Require boot level passwords. This requires a system is shut down after use and 
not placed into hibernate or low power mode. 


 Implementing full disk encryption can provide protection in case a system is lost 
or stolen and the disk is removed and placed in another system.  


 Having policies around the use of removal storage media. Removal storage media 
(e.g. memory sticks, USB drives) provides another avenue for data to become 


remote. Removal storage devices also increase the attack vector for infecting 


systems with malware. Place a memory stick or USB drive into a USB port and 


the system could become infected with malware stored on the device.  Some 


companies may find restricting the use of removal media to be appropriate. 


 
 


 


Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) 
With the proliferation of personal devices such as smartphones and tablets companies and 


organizations are facing increasing pressures to adopt policies that allow employees to 


use their own devices to access organization assets. Many of the security concerns 


organizations have with the use of their own equipment to access their network and data 


are amplified with a BYOD environment. This is primarily because the organization has 


limited control with the securing and handling of the BYOD device. On the other hand, 


allowing users access to organization data allows employees to be engaged in company 


business virtually 365/24/7 since most users are tethered to their mobile devices.  


 


The challenge organizations face is to implement a policy and procedures for how users 


can access company data with their own devices; while keeping organization assets safe 


and secure. In other words organizations are concerned with maintaining the CIA 


(Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability) of their assets. You should note that the 


general concerns organizations have for BYOD are congruent with the concerns 


organizations have for their assets in a non-BYOD scenario. 


 


There are numerous websites and articles that enumerate major security concerns that 


organizations have around BYOD policies. Following is a representative list of concerns 


that companies have. 


 loss of company or client data   


 unauthorized access to company data or systems   








 users downloading applications or content with embedded security exploits   


 malware infections   


 lost or stolen devices   
 


The various policies and procedures an organization selects should be based on the 


requirements of the organization. This should always be the case for selecting 


functionality. You first define your requirements you then select functionality that meets 


the requirements.  


 


Of course some company’s approach to BYOD will be not to allow it. Their approach 


may be to issue company owned devices for all business related. In order to support 


multiple devices there is additional cost. It is much easier to manage one device that is 


given to employees. However, the downside to this may be employee productivity. 


Employees may resist carrying two phones; their own and the company phone.  


 


I expect to see more and more company’s supporting a BYOD policy. 


 


 


Specific Areas of Concern for BYOD 
A policy should require secure access to corporate assets by requiring a VPN that uses 


encryption. A VPN requires the user to possess credentials that allow authentication to 


the VPN and in turn access to the organizations assets. The VPN should provide 


encryption for any assets in transient between the two ends of the VPN, which are the 


organizations server and your mobile device. 


 


The policy should consider the use of Mobile Device Management Software. MDMS 


provides for remote management of devices including the uploading of applications, data 


and configuration information to a variety of devices. A major feature for MDM is the 


need to support a variety of platforms and versions including various versions of: 


Android, Apple iOS, Blackberry, Window Phone. The range of mobile devices includes; 


smartphones; tablets, printers, POS (Point of sale) systems.  


 
Some of the top BYOD security concerns that companies have are: 


 


 Loss of company or client data. 


 Unauthorized access to company data or systems 


 Users downloading applications, files or content over the web with embedded 
security exploits 


 Malware infections on the device 


 Loss or stolen device 
 


You should note that the BYOD concerns are similar to the concerns they have on 


company issued devices.  


 








 


Strategies and Issues 
Keep in mind the company needs to protect the CIA of its information. Since you are 


agreeing to use your device for accessing company information there will be rules for 


usage that will be more stringent and structured than what you are used to.  


 


Following are some of the strategies and issues around some controls to address the 


security concerns. 


 


 


Use of VPN 
Expect your company to mandate the use of a VPN to connect to any corporate website. 


This could work by requiring access through a secure website using credentials controlled 


by the authentication policy of the company. Another way would be to have a local 


application pushed to your device that is used to initiate the login, again using company 


provided credentials. 


 


It may be required that periodic authentication to the VPN is done to ensure the user is 


remaining cognizant they are connected. Also, in case the device is lost after the VPN 


link is established re-authentication could block access to company access. 


 


Periodic re-authentication to the device may also be required for the same reason. 


 


If access to company resources requires a VPN connection there may be limitations as to 


how the device can be used for other applications. For example, certain websites may be 


restricted for access as well as certain applications. How this is monitored by the 


company is another matter that requires consideration. Another issue to consider is if 


questionable material is passed on the company’s network while a VPN connection is 


established.  


 


 


Authentication 
Expect a company to require strong authentication for any device being used on their 


network. This means the use of 4 character pin’s is out and complex passwords or picture 


patterns are in. Also expect the company to check your password complexity for approval 


and require changing every so often. Many websites are moving towards a two factor 


authentication model. It is possible companies will require this. This means when you log 


into the company VPN a notification will be sent to your device with a authentication 


token requiring this to be entered to complete the login process. 


 


Malware Protection 
Running malware protection on your device will be required. Signature updates may be 


pushed out by the Mobile Device Management System if that is mandated by the policy. 


The MDMS may not allow you to turn off the malware protection. This may also restrict 


your ability to run certain applications. 








 


Wipe strategies  
When a device is lost or stolen the company may want to track the device using GPS. If 


the device is located a remote wipe of data as well as disabling the device may be done. 


This brings up the question of wiping not only company data but user data. Should the 


device be found not only will the company data have been wiped but so will the personal 


data.  


 


 


GPS Tracking 
Another issue with wipe strategies is GPS tracking. This may bring up privacy concerns 


for some users that the company may have access to GPS data. When and under what 


circumstances GPS data is monitored needs to be clearly understood in the policy. 


 


 


Encryption 
The confidentiality of any company data will undoubtedly require encryption. This may 


impact employee use of personal data if encryption needs to be implemented on an 


application basis as opposed to a file basis. 


 


 


Jail Break or Root Devices 
Jail breaking is typically associated with Apple devices. It refers to the bypassing of 


controls the manufacture has put on the device. A device that has been jail breaked can 


permit the installation of software that is not distributed through the app store. This 


means software that is not vetted by the app store could be installed. The potential for 


installing software with malware is increased.  


 


Apple does implement a process where developers submit software for distribution 


through the app store. If the app is approved for distribution it is made available through 


the app store. The vetting process is not perfect but it is improving all the time. Software 


that does not go through this vetting process has a much greater chance of being infected 


with malware. 


 
A rooted device applies to Unix or Linux based devices. This is typically associated with 


Android based products. Rooted means that the owner of the phone has root access to the 


device. Root access allows unfettered access to all aspects of the device. You don’t want 


a BYOD device to have been rooted since a rooted device could bypass numerous 


controls placed on the device. Some malware seeks to obtain root access so it has total 


access to the device. 


 








 


Applications 
Organizations may restrict the applications that can be loaded on a device. The concern is 


that some applications may be considered a malware threat.  The downloading of any 


applications may require vetting through company supplied software. 


 


 


Bluetooth Functionality 
Most hand held devices support bluetooth technology. Blue tooth expands the attack 


vector and attack surface of your device. If your device is discoverable other devices in 


range can pair with you. This presents a security issue. Some folks feel Bluetooth is 


inherently insecure and it should not be used for anything you care about. Expect to find 


policy statements on allowable use of Bluetooth. Perhaps Bluetooth has to be turned off 


when connected to the company VPN. However, what if corporate data has been copied 


to the device is Bluetooth use restricted? This doesn’t sound realistic as for hands free 


driving Bluetooth is really required for any level of safety if the call participant is driving.  


 


This brings up another question. Is the device owner required to communicate when in 


transit? It is clear to me that any distraction while behind the wheel has the potential of 


grave results. Should something happen while the device owner is using the device on 


company business is the company libel, or is it shared exposure? 


 


 


Reimbursement 
If you are using your device for work there may be a policy that provides for 


reimbursement of expenses. Keep in mind that getting reimbursed may seem desirable, 


but it ties your device closer to the company since you will be required to follow 


company policy. 


 


 


Exit Strategy 
When an employee leaves the company the policy may require a wipe of the device is 


done to remove any company information. This may require backing up the employee’s 


personal information, performing the wipe and restoring the information. 


 


 


Policy Violations 
BYOD policies are evolving. There is an ebb and flow between the companies rights to 


investigate all data on a personnel device when a policy breach occurs and the device 


owners right to privacy. Consider the case where you have a device that connects to a 


company website. A breach is detected attributed to your device. Can the company lock 


your device down and search all the data on your phone, including personal email and 


social media accounts? Or is the device clearly partitioned between company data and 


personal data such that company can only do forensic analysis on the company data? 


 








Understanding the penalties for policy violations is important. Penalties can range from 


losing device privileges to termination.  


 


 


Summary 
Wireless and remote devices need to follow the same polices and procedures for any 


device in the infrastructure to ensure that security vulnerabilities are minimized. There 


are additional procedures for remote devices that also need to be followed. As with all 


security there is no one foolproof set of tactics.  


 


The amount of controls for handheld devices further increases the attack vector and 


attack surface. The policies for BYOD in the workplace are evolving. There is an ebb and 


flow between security and privacy that both the owner of the device and the company 


need to be in agreement on. Expect these policies to continue to evolve as the use of more 


mobile devices occurs.  


 


For wireless, remote and handheld devices the best approach is to follow the principle of 


security in depth.   
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